FCVCC SAFETY RULES AND REGULATIONS
for
Trap Range
Safety is your responsibility, not someone else’s!!!
In addition to the General Range Rules, the following rules apply ONLY to the Trap Range.
1. Each member and guest must sign the sign-in sheet & pay the range fee before shooting. $5
for members, $6 for non-members.
2. ATA Safety Rules will govern all shooting, both practice and competition, unless otherwise
designated by the Trap Committee.
3. Gun may be loaded only when on the firing line. Load one shell only (except for doubles
events).
4. Shooter should keep his gun pointed in the general direction of the trap house at all times
when on the firing line and refrain from talk or movement that would distract other shooters.
5. Guns shall be kept on open chamber at all times going to and from the trap range, and
generally at all times other than when in a shooting position at a trap station. The only
exception will be "break-open" guns that may be closed while standing in a gun rack.
6. Shooters must not move from a station with a loaded gun and should remain on the station
until the last shooter has fired the final round of that sequence.
7. The Trap Range will be used only under the supervision of a member of the Trap Committee
or during Club sponsored shooting activities.
8. An intoxicated person shall be denied shooting privileges.
9. Shoot only from the confines of the concrete trap walks, unless a special event is supervised
by the Trap Committee.
10. No picking up of fired hulls from grounds by shooters during a practice or a competitive
event or program is allowed.
11. Shotguns or "scatter guns" of 12 gauge or less ONLY will be allowed on the trap range.
12. Only shot shells containing loose shot of 7 ½ size or smaller will be allowed on the trap
range.
13. Shooters will be expected to treat "Pullers/Scorers" respectfully and courteously. Shooters
should keep in mind that "Pullers/Scorers" are essential to the execution of the sport and that
they are dedicated to performing their function to the best of their ability.
14. Using a clear, crisp, pull call gives the shooter the best opportunity to activate a voice
release, or to be accurately heard by a Puller, resulting in "on time" targets.
15. Shooters should refrain from mounting the gun until the target of the previous shooter has
been either broken or called "lost" or "no target" by the Puller/Scorer.
16. Trap personnel on the field and shooters engaged in shooting are required to wear hearing
and eye protection. The ATA/ITA is enabled to enforce this rule.
17. Any problems encountered by the shooter are to be addressed to the Trap Management.
18. Problems cannot be solved by fellow shooters, and they should not be distracted during their
shooting experience. Trap personnel will refer the shooter to Trap Management.
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